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Name: Score: / 35

You must show all of your work for full credit.

Note: Exam 3 covers Lecture Notes 6 and 7 as well Chapter 6 (except section 6.6) of
the textbook and stack frames, reentrancy, and recursion as discussed in lecture. Exam 2
involved a lot of computation. Exam 3 deals more with definitions and concepts.

1. Subroutines (approximately 17 points)

(a) General Knowledge. (approximately 6 points) You will be asked a number
of mostly one or two point questions covering topics such as:

i. What is the difference between the stack pointer and the frame pointer?

ii. What is the difference between pass by value and pass by reference?

iii. Give three reasons for using subroutines.

iv. What does it mean for code to be reentrant?

v. When / why should variables be passed on the stack rather than in regis-
ters?

vi. What are the C language calling conventions for passing parameters on
the stack?

vii. What is a recursive subroutine?
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(b) Implementation. (approximately 11 points)

In the following example, two arguments are passed to the subroutine.

; count number of bytes in table having value zero

org $c000

answer: rmb 1

table: fcb $45,$00,$10,$00

org $c100

start: lds #$D000

ldaa #4 ; number of values in table

ldx #table

jsr ctzero

stab answer

swi

ctzero: clrb ; initialize count to zero

next: tsta ; table finished?

beq ret

tst 0,x ; is the current value zero?

bne ahead

incb ; found another

ahead: deca ; decrement number of values to go

inx ; point to next entry

bra again

ret: rts

end

i. (2 points) Indicate which argument(s) is(are) passed by value and which
by reference.

ii. (2 points) Indicate how you would change the above code (i.e. rewrite the
code) in order to pass the arguments on the stack instead.

iii. (2 points) Draw the memory map for the stack corresponding to your
revised code.
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iv. (5 points) Draw the memory map for the stack usage in the following code,
identify the value of the frame pointer, and state whether the subroutine
ccnz is reentrant. (Justify your answer!)

;count and clear nonzero bytes in table

org $c300

length: fcb 4

result: rmb 1

org $c200

table: fcb $00,$00,$10,$22

org $c100

start: lds #$D000

ldaa length

psha

ldx #table

pshx

jsr ccnz

stab result

leas 3,sp ; clean up stack

swi

ccnz: tsx

clrb

pshb

ldy 2,x

again: tst 4,x

beq ret

tst 0,y

beq ahead

inc -1,x

clr 0,y

ahead: dec 4,x

iny

bra again

ret: ldab -1,x

ldy 0,x

leas 1,sp ; clean up stack

rts

end

2. Interrupts (approximately 18 points)
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(a) General Knowledge (approximately 8 points)

You will be asked a number of mostly one or two point questions.

i. You should review (and be able to answer) the following “Practice Ques-
tions” found in chapter 6 of the textbook:

A. p. 203, first question,

B. p. 207, all questions,

C. pp. 211-212, all questions,

D. p. 214, all questions,

E. p. 217, all questions,

F. pp. 221-223, all questions,

G. p. 231, all questions.

ii. You should be able to answer any question from the “Fundamental” (ex-
cept problem 5) and “Advanced” problem sections for Chapter 6 of the
text book.

iii. You should be able to state which interrupts are nonmaskable and what
their priorities are.

iv. You should know the steps in the 68HC12 response to an interrupt as
shown in Figure 6.10, p. 219 of the textbook.

v. You should know the Interrupt stacking order shown in Figure 6.11, p. 221
of the textbook.

(b) Implementation (approximately 10 points)

i. (7 points) Write a program that, when the IRQ pin of the 68HC12 goes
low, reads Port S and writes the value read to Port T. The registers cor-
responding to these are PORTS at $D6, DDRS at $D7, PORTT at $AE,
and DDRT at $AF. Your program will include both the main code section
and the interrupt service routine. (See section 6.7, pp. 225-229 for an
example.)

ii. (3 points) Add instructions to your program to implement a delay before
the IRQ interrupt is reenabled after the read-write cycle.


